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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Many factors have influenced the role and function of the modern 
nurse. Among these are: l) increased technoiogy and with it a growing 
complexity of medical and nursing care, 2) expanded use of hospitals by 
the public and, concomitantly, an increase in the number of general staff 
nurses in the hospital, 3) a greater proportion of non-professional mem-
bers on the nursing teams, :i.e., licensed practical nurses and nurse 
aides, 4) a realization of the importance of education in the prepara-
tion of the professional nurse, 5) increased emphasis on raising the 
standards of preparat:ion for each level of nurse position and 6) research 
on the functions of nurses and en attemrt to utilize fully each type of 
worker, professional and non-professional. 
The staff nurse, once primarily a giver of direct care to the pa-
tient, now teaches and supervises the practic~'l nurse and nurse aide as 
well; the head nurse has relinquished part of her work to the ward clerk 
and part to the graduate staff nurse; the supervisor has become more and 
more concerned with the adrrdr:istration problems of her (;rowing staff. 
Changes in the roles of the supervisor, head nurse and staff nurse raise 
the question, "Who really :is the supervisor?" Perrodinl calls su:-er-
vision a service rather than a position. She states: 
Nursing supervision js a service devised to improve patient care 
by the promoting, stimulating and fostering of personnel growth 
lPerrodin, Cecelia H., Supervision of Nursing Personnel, p.xii:i. 
-;: 
2 
and welfare. It is primarily concerned with personnel.-2 
That the function of supervision is important, no one denies. To 
whom and how it should be delegated is the question that makes for con-
fusion and conflict among hospital personnel. 
Mullane3 suggests that the modern role of nursing service adminis-
tration at each level be studied because of the confusion in authority 
and responsibiLity at various levels. 
Lentz4 says that even top level administrators are uncertain about 
the role of the supervisor in the organization structure. 
This study is concerned with supervisory activities as they relate 
to personnel development. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem was to determine the activities of one superYisor in 
a general medical and surgical hospital, in relation to two head nurses, 
one experienced in years in her r:osition, one inexperienced. 
The study attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. Does a supervisor spend more time checbng on the quality of 
patient care with a head nurse who is new in her position than with one 
who has been in her position a relatively long time? 
2. Does a supervisor spend more time on details of administration 
with a head nurse who is new in her positi.on than with one who has been 
2Ibid.' p. 1. 
3Mullane, Nary Kelly,, "Identification and Validation of Some Criteria 
of Excellence in the Admi.nistration of Hospital Nursing Service 11 , p. l 02. 
4 
Lentz, E:iith Ivl., 11What is a Supervisor?". Nursing Outlook 4:336-337., 
June 1956. 
3 
in her position a relatively long time? 
3. How much time does a supervisor spend with an experi !'!meed and 
with an inexperienced head nurse, comparatively, on staff development? 
4. How much time does a supervisor devote to her own professional 
development? 
5. How much time does a supervisor devote to the professional 
growth and development of staff members other than the head nurse? 
Justification of the Problem 
Personal experience and extensive reading has led the writer to 
believe that there is often a question in the mind of the supervisor as 
to just where she fits into the kaleidoscopic pattern of the modern 
hospital. 
Traditionally, she has been an inspector--to insure good patient 
care and the coterminous values of good housekeeping and efficient use 
of material and equipment. 
As the role of the graduate staff nurse changes from that of a 
direct giver of patient care to that of teacher, supervisor and a~~jn-
istrator of the nursing team, the supervisor must furnish guidance and 
direction. As the staff nurse's job grows, so does that of the head 
nurse. The latter is given the opportunity to relinquish many of the 
details of administration a.s her position assumes broader proportions, 
again in terms of staff development. How well and willingly the head 
nurse and staff nurse accept their new responsibiljties will depend on 
how clearly they understand them. The new head nurse who has received 
advanced education and trai:'ling within the past fe'i-T years is probably 
aware of the broad concepts of good administration and of her own place 
4 
in the changing hospital scene. Her inexperience in the job, however, 
requires that she receive help in guiding her staff and in promoting her 
own development. She will undoubtedly need even more guidance in the de-
tails of ward act11in:istration. The head nurse who has been long in her 
position should have attair1ed competence in the administrative aspects 
of ward management and patient care, but very likely will need much 
guidance in learning to acce-pt her new role and in helping her staff to 
grow. 
The qualified supervisor should be proficient in the practice of 
good personnel administration and should be ever aware of the develop-
ment of her staff and of her own professional growth. 
This study attempts to discover hovf a particular supervisor imple-
ments staff developrr1ent in her daily work, partic1Jlarly in relatj on to 
two head nurses, one experienced, one inexperienced. 
Scope and Limitations 
This study was done in a 304-bed medical and surgical hospital 
with a well-developed rehabilitatjon program. Observations were ljmjted 
to the activities of one day supervisor, and encompassed bJenty-four 
hours, or the equivalent of three full work days. Data were collected 
over a five-week period. 
The fact that the observer had held the position of the supervisor 
being observed may have rendered hPr interpretations less ob.i ectjve than 
if she were an impartial 1ri tness. On the othP.r hand, knowledge of the 
situation may well have enbanced the accuracy and thoroughness of the 
observations, sj YJ.Ce li ttl_e time had to be taken from the normal C01 Jrse 
of events for expla..Dations. 
5 
Making samplings over a longer period might have given a more 
diversified picture of supervisory activities, bringing in seasonal vari-
ations. 
There were some meetings which the observer did not attend, but 
which were within the observation period. These were placed in categories 
on the basis of general subject headings. 
Prevjew of Methodology 
This study deals ·rith the general activities of one supervisor, 
and her activities jn relation to two selected hea1 nurses. A t5me and 
activity study was made, using the shadowing tech.'lique. Observations 
were made in two-hour blocks, dudng the hours of seven-thirty to four, 
the normal working tjme of the day supervisor. 
The manual How to Study Supervisor Activities in §!:. Hosp:!tal Nursing 
ServiceS was used as a guide, and the activities, as observed, were 
analyzed and categorized according to the activity areas of patient care, 
personnel, equipment and supplies, housekeeping and maintenance, hospital 
policy and proce0ure, educational programs and personal. 
Sequence of Presentation 
The study is reported in the following manrJer: Chapter II deals 
with the theoretical framework of the study; Chapter III descrjhes the 
method of investigation; Chapter IV presents the results of the observa-
tions and a discussjon and interpretation of them; Chapter V includes the 
surrrrnary, conclusions and recoJru, endations for further study. 
5u.s. Department of Health, :lliucation and Welfare, How to Study Supervisor:_ 
Activities in a Hospita~ Nursing Service. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
The position of supervisor in nursing service administration came 
into being in response to a specific need. In the early history of nurs-
ing schools in this country, the more able senior student nurses were put 
in charge of the wards, and in an attempt to raise standards, supervisors 
were appointed to teach and oversee these students.1 
As more graduate registered nurses were employed by hospitals and 
took over the head nurse jobs, supervisors were retained to train and 
superintend these graduates in their new positions. Sometimes the super-
visors were themselves put in charge of wards, being called either 11super-
visors 11 or "head nurses 11 • These terms have been used interchangeably in 
the field of nursing for many years. 
Wayland2 defines supervision as: 
that function of the head nurse by which she promotes 
the effectiveness of the personnel in her unit, and 
thereby increases the effectiveness of the contribu-
tion of all other hospital services to the patient; 
while Perrodin3, in her Code of Ethics for Supervisors of Nursing Personnel, 
says that the supervisor is cornlTlitted: 
~ayland, I-J:ary Marvin, HcManus, R. Louise Jv!etcalfe, an::i Fadr:1is, Eargaret o., 
The Hospital Head Nurse, pp. xii-xvi. 
2 Ibid. , p. 159. 
3Perrodin, op. cit., p. xiii. 
7 
To a realization and constant awareness of supervision's 
function to improve nursing service by helping personnel 
to a maximum of satisfaction from life and work. 
It appears that the bread is buttered on both sides. 
The term "supervisor" is used hereafter in this paper as defined in 
the Hospital Nursing Service Manual4: 
One who is responsible for developing and supervising 
the nursing service of two or more units, each of 
which is in charge of a head nurse. The units may 
be inpatient clinical services, operating, delivery, 
accident or central supply rooms, or outpatient departments. 
The title (supervisor) is also used for one who assists 
in supervising the nursing service as a whole during the 
afternoon-evening or night periods. 
Lentz5 intimates that, in some hospitals, the position of super-
visor is still new. She deplores the lack of a clear definition of the 
job and to this attributes job dissatisfaction. 
In hospitals with schools of nurs:ing, the head nurses and the 
supervisors continued to teach students. The trend which began in the 
late forties and early fifties to separate service and educatj on in 
hospitals may have enhanced to some extent the already confused picture 
of the supervisor's duties. Where she once had the definite responsi-
bility for students, she now had the task of orienting and continuing 
the education of the many young graduates who were swelling the rolls 
of hospital employees. The number of general duty and head nurses in 
4A Committee of the AHA and NLNE, Hospital Nursing Service Hanual, p.l5. 
5Lentz, op. cit. 
8 
all hospitals and schools of nursing in the Uni.ted States has increased 
as follows: 6 and 7 
1948 19.56 
Head nurses and assistants 29,.506 41,969 
General duty nurses 
Full-time 104,041 121,64.5 
Part-time 17,277 4.5,606 
Right or wrong, many graduates, as staff nurses and as head nurses, 
felt that their school days were over, and they should now be free to 
work unencumbered by the well-meant, but prying, efforts of the "snooper-
visor". 
As hospjtals became 11big business", nursing service administration 
sought to keep abreast by evaluating and appraising its objectives and 
by setting up special courses in universities, as well as workshops and 
training sess:Lons, to teach aspiring graduate nurses the latest principles 
and practices of good administration. Out of all of this has come the 
concept that n'ITsing service administratton, like all administration, 
is concerned primarily with personnel. Good patient care :is tied up 
inevitably with a good nursing staff, and a good nursing staff remains 
so by growing better. It is a truism that when one does not progress, 
one does not stand still, but regresses. 
The Veterans Administration Nursing Service8 gives improved patient 
6American Nurses Association, Facts About Nursing, a Statistical Summary, 
19.53 edition, p. 17. 
7American Nurses Association, Facts About Nursing, a Statistical Summary, 
19.58 edition, p. 16. 
8 
Department of 11ed:icine and Surgery, Program Guide, Nursing Service, 
p. 30. 
9 
care through staff development as the goal of supervision. It further 
states that: 
It is the function of supervisors to provide a working 
environment which m~(es the actual daily work experi-
ence a confirmation of their own respect for individual 
personalities and human dignity and one which allows 
m~ximum development of real and potential capacities.9 
Mace10 linkssupervision irrevocably with coaching. The good 
supervisor is continually teaching and training those under his super-
vision to ultimately take over his job, and is being continuously coached 
by his superior. Personal development is inseparable from personnel 
development. A leader who guards his job jealously becomes narrow in 
perspective; as he interprets his position to others who are potential 
candidates for that posjtion, new vistas are opened and he grows in 
stature. Follett11 says that the process of influencing or educating 
others is a two-way process; both the benefactor and benefited are changed 
by the process. Pigors12 also gives a two-fold principle of leadership: 
In sustaining those upon whom he depends, a leader 
maintains himselfr In developing those through 
whom he works, a leader strengthens himself. 
Florence Nightingale1 3 put it in a different way when she said: 
• • • people who are in charge often seem to have a 
pride in feeling that no one can understand or carry 
out their arrangements, their system, books, accounts, 
etc., but themselves. It seems to me that pride is 
9Ibid.' p. 31. 
lOHace, Myles L., The Grmith and Development of Executives, Chap. VI. 
11Metcalf, Henry c. and Urwick, L. eds., Dynamic Administration, The 
Collected Papers of Mary P~ker Follett, p. 297. 
12Pigors, Paul and Myers, Charles A., Personnel Administratjon, p. 302. 
1
. \aghtingale, Florence, Notes on Nursing, £• 43. 
__ ,:,::.- ...:..:.::..:,. __ -;::..:;.,,-_-:.,, ·:;;::.' : -:.". - . - --~- -~ - ···~· ::s:::..-----~,.:.:_::.;;;;,._ ·::--.~--~-: ·.: ... :::-~ ..:; .;::..:. ··- ... . ;:;;:.-::~·::.. ·--~-;_.,...: __ _::_,:----~~--:-_;..:.._::~.'::.:.::;;:.;;_·:__-::::~~-~.;::_~--;·:..;._ __ .:_ .. 
10 
rather, in carrying on a system, in keeping stores, 
closets, books, accounts, etc., so that anybody can 
understand and carry them on--so that, in case of 
absence or illness, one can deliver every thing up 
to others and know that all will go on as usu~l, and 
that one shall never be missed. 
Shartlel4 emphasizes the valuP. of a skilled administrator as a 
teacher, and speaks of providing a 11 cl:imate 11 for learning. The leader 
should encourage new ideas and n,qw wa;rs of doing things, as well as con-
stantly evaluating. In addition, he can enhance his own education by 
choosing "tasks to broaden his perspective, increase his self-conf:idence, 
or increase his sk5lls". 
Nurses who have had tl:leir education in schools which imrlement 
these concepts find it easier to accept the supervisor as another human 
being whose job is to help them give good nursing care. 
Nurses who had their training before these concepts came into 
general acceptance may have difficulty getting away from the feeling 
that the supervisor comes on the floor only for "white-glove 11 inspection 
tours. Thus the supervisor has the additional responsibility for inter-
preting to her staff the purpose of her position. 
There is constant talk ahout nurses getting farther and farther 
from the patient. But are they? By employing clerks and ward secre-
taries, ?_dministrati on allows the head nurse mor"' time to spend in super-
vision and teaching of the patient and the staff. By effective utili-
zation of the team plan, the general duty nurse has increased opportunity 
14 
Shartle, Carroll 1., Executive Performance ;md Leadership, p. 253 .. 
11 
to work meaningfully with the patient. But where is the supervisor? 
Nany supervisors today, particularly those new in the job, bemoan the 
loss of contact with the patient. But how can a person responsible for, 
say 100 employees be expected to have intimate contact with 200 or more 
patients? Whitney1.5 in her study, questions the need and value of ex-
tensive patient rounds if they are not specifically tied in w:ith staff 
teaching. Supervisors, also, feel inadequate because they function from 
minute to minute and day to day, even month to month, without seeing the 
consequP.nces of their actions. It SP.Pms that, not only do members of 
the nursing staff need interpretation of the supervisor's role, but the 
supervisor herself needs to constantly re-evaluate her functions in 15ght 
of the importance of staff development, a slow, on-going process. 
Demare~6 suggests that a study be made of the supervisor's own 
perception of her role. Sensitivity training in industry ende,qvors to 
make the individual more aware of himself and his impact on others. 17 
We are not merely what we think we are, but what others perceive us to be, 
and their perceptions are colored by their background. If the supervisor 
perceives her function as one of continuing education and development of 
herself and those under her, and if she can interpret this function ade-
quately to the head nurses who work under her surveillance, there should 
be less conflict in the roles of the two types of workers. 
l.5Whitney, Sylvia H., "A Time and Act:lvities Study on a t-ledical and 
Surgical Supervisor", pp • .5.5-.56. 
16Demareux, Jacqueline, "A Study of the Supervisory Process, as a Contri-
bution to the In Service Education of the Nurses", p.64. 
17weschler, Irving A., Klenes, Harvin A., and Shepherrl, Clovis, A New 
.Focus in Executive Trainin.p. _,.:,-::::=::=:"'~-=--···--~-'"'- , __ 
~:t·.:: ... :·-:;-·. . ..:;_--:.~-.:;.;,;.;::._:..-:;,~-~:. -~-- --- -
12 
A study by Grivest18 indicates that the head nurse, as well as lack-
ing knowledge of her own responsibili_ty, is dubious of the supervisor 1s 
objectivity; that status recognition is important; that the head nurse, 
more than either the staff nurse or the supervisor, is confused about the 
extent of her authority. 
Follett19 impresses one with the importance of function, authority 
and responsibility all being inherent in one role to insure good admin-
istration. If the head nurse functions as the admjnistrator of her ward 
and has responsibEity for its efficient management by being given suffi-
cient authority to make decisions relevant to the daily work, she should 
feel secure enough to perceive the supervisor as one who comes, not to 
inspect per se, but as one who is there to interpret, guideand help, with 
improved patient care as the ultirnate goal. 
Bases of Hypothesis 
This study attempts to find out how effectively a supervisor 
functions in relation to staff development. It presupposes that personnel 
development is a vital part of her function regardless of the bac~ground 
of the people with whom she works. The young head nurse may have a more 
modern concept of her role, but due to lack of experience, needs much 
guidance, both in management per se and in helping her staff to grow, 
18Grivest, Nary T., 11A Personal Inventory of Supervisor, Head Nurses and 
Staff Nurses in Selected Hospitals", Nursing Research, 7:77-87!/June, 
1958. 
19Metcalf, op. cit., p. 147. 
13 
while the older head nurse may need little help in administrative details, 
but still warrants help in keeping up with newer concepts of supervision .. 
Statement of H¥Pothes:is 
The hypotheses of this study are: 
1. A supervisor wj 11 spend more t:Lme w:i th an inexperienced head 
nurse than with an experienced head nurse on details of admin:istrat:lon 
and patient care. 
2. She T..;ill spend equal ttme with either an experienced or an in-
experienced head nurse on staff development. 
CHAPTER III 
IviETHODOLOGY 
Staff development is intrinsic in the process of supervision. 
The investjgator wished to study the implementation of staff develop-
ment by the supervisor during her daily work, and decided that a time 
and activity analysis would be the most feasible way to proceed. 
Selection and Description of Sample 
When the subject of the study was decided upon and approved by the 
prospective reariers, an agency was selected in which to obtain the data. 
Through the director of nurses, permission was obtained from the director 
of professional services of the hospital. The d5rector of nurses re-
quested that the hospital remain un:identified, that it rece:ive a copy 
of the study, and t"lat a conference be held Hith the student at the com-
pletion of the study. 
The investigator, being familiar with the agency and jts personnel, 
had tentatively planned which supervisor and head nurses to observe. 
with approval, this plan was followed. 
The supervisor had had eriucational preparation for her pos:it:ion 
in accordance with the desirable standards set up by the A~erican Nurses 
Association, 1 i.e., a baccalaureate degree in nursing. 
l 
American :'ilurses Association, "Statements of Functions, Standards and 
Qualifications", American Journal of Nursing, 56:1166 •. Sept., lq_56. 
15 
Head Nurse A had been in a head nurse position for over ten years, 
was a graduate of a three-year hospital school program, and had received 
eight college credits. Two of these were in ward administration, two in 
methods of clinical instruction, and the remaining four in related sub-
jects. 
Head Nurse B had been in her position approximately four months 
at the time of collection of the data, was a graduate of a three-year 
hospital school progra"Tl, an-1 had rece:i ved a bachelor 1 s degree in nurs:i ng 
subsequently, as well as training in a management development course. 
Over a period of f5ve weeks, the observer shadowed the supervisor, 
planning the time in two-hour blocks to cover the period of seven-thirty 
in the morning to four o •clock in t:1e afternoon, the superv:i sor 1 s usual 
working day. A total time of twenty-four hours, or three full working 
days, was used. The time was planned to cover all of the days of the 
week to include representative functions, i.e., meetings, conferences, 
and classes. Sunday was not included, but since one holiday was, and the 
activities of the supervisor on a holiday closely resemble those of Sun-
day, this was felt to be ,-,dequate. With limited time available for oh-
servation, and one or another of the three people on days off, on several 
occasions only one of the two head nurses was on duty with the supervisor. 
When this happened, care was taken to observe the supervisor and the 
other head nurse rluring the same day and hours during another week, so 
observations would be comparable. When this happened, the average of the 
various activities of the sup'rvisor for the two periods was used, but 
only to denote general activities (those in which the supervisor harl no 
contact with either head nurse A or B). 
i' 
i! 
l ~ 
' 
,, 
16 
A total time of twenty-four hours, as mentioned above, was used 
to compile data. Actually thirty hours were used for observation, but !l 
twelve of those hours were reduced to six because of the repetition of 
observation as explained above .. 
Tools Used to Collect the Data 
The manual, How to Study Supervisor Activities2, was used as a 
guide, with modifications. 
Activities were classified in categories according to area, level, 
and personnel contacted3. Observations w~re made to the nearest minute; 
each time the supervisor started something new, it was classified as a 
unit of activity, even if the previous actjvity was resumed later .. 
'tJhen observation did not indicate what the activity was, the ob-
server asked the supervisor what she was doing or why she was doing it. 
The person being observed was most cooperative about volunteering changes 
in and reasons for her activities. 
i 
•I 
1' 
'! 
li 
Ji 
' I' ; 
:! 
As many of the categories were filled in at the time of observa- !) 
'! tion as possible. Those over whjch there W<'lS some hesitation were com- j, 
pleted as soon after the observation period as possible. A test observa-
tion period was found to be very valuable, because some items were noted 
which did not fit into the categories originally set up; this allowed 
for adjustment .. 
2 U.S. Department of Health, Eiucation, and Welfare, op .. cit. 
3 
Appendix A 
17 
After the completion of observation, the data were analyzed accord-
ing to categories as mentioned, and these categories evaluated in two 
ways: the general activities of the supervisor and the specific acttvi-
ties in relation to the two head nurses A ani B .. 
Procurement of Data 
The observations were made in a general medical and surgical hos-
pital of 304 beds. There were two supervisors, one of whom was studied. 
She was responsible for four wards, each of which was primarily concerned 
with the rehabilitat:ion of the handicapped. In addition, she was respons-
ible for the assignment and time schedules of the Genito-Urological team 
(referred to as the G. u. team). This team was composed of nine specially 
trained aides who carried out most of the technological urological pro-
cedures of patients jn the entire hospital. Nominally, once they were 
assigned to a ward, tbey were under the direction of the ward nurses, but 
the supervisor made replacements for absent members. 
The study w2.s concerned with the supervisor's act:::vities in general, 
and in relation to the head nurses of two of the four wards. Team nurs-
ing was an established practice in the whole hospital. Most of the data 
were collected on the four wards under the jurisdiction of the particular 
supervisor being shadowed, but when weekend coverage involved supervision 
of the rest of the hospital, data collected then were included. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
In this chapter, the data collected by observation will be ana-
lyzed in two ways: 1) by ccmoadng the amount of time srent by the 
supervisor in functional activities with each of the two head nurses, 
and 2) by categorizing the suy;ervisor 1 s actj vi ties in general. Both 
types of findings Hill be di sc,Jssed in relation to staff developwmt. 
As shown in the definition of cate~ories in the appendix, 
the supervisor was observed in relation to a number of functional 
activites, one of which was Patient: giving care, the carrying out 
of a nursing procedure. Since no activity in thjs category was ob-
served throughout the entire period, this category was not included 
in the tables. 
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Supervisor •s Activities in Relation to Head Nurses !. and ~ 
TABLE I 
illHTS OF A.CTnTITY AND ANOUNT OF TTiviE SPENT 
BY SUPERVISOR IN FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
WITH HE..'\D NURSE A 
Category Units of Duration in 
Patient: other direct care 
Patient: assignment of care 
Patient: indirect care 
Personnel: inservice development 
Personnel: allocation of 
Personnel: other matters 
Equipment and supplies 
Housekeeping and maintenance 
Hospital policy and procedure 
Education programs: nurses 
&iucation programs: nurse aides 
&iucation programs: other 
Total 
Average per day 
activiti* 
0 
2 
5 
1 
4 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
19 
6.3 
minutes-lH~ 
0 
4 
11 
1 
12 
0 
12 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
43 
14 .. 3 
-:}Units of activity--each time an activity is changed or an-
other person is contacted 
'* 
-, Total time observed--1440 minutes 
As indicated in Tahle I, the greatest number of contacts (six out 
of nineteen units) and the largest amount of time (twelve out of forty-
three minutes) spent by the supervisor with Head Nurse A (experienced) 
were in the functional area of equipment and supplies. Four units and 
twelve minutes were spent jn allocation of personnel; almost half of this 
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time concerned activity which :involved the head nurse only beca1we of 
the proximity of the cystoscopic room to the ward and the lack of a 
telephone in cystoscory. Five units and eleven minutes were in the 
area of indirect patient care, about half of which was routine afternoon 
reporting of patients 1 cond:i ttons. 
Only one unit and one minnte were spent in the inse!'vice develop-
ment of personnel; no time was spent with A in the direct care of pa-
tients (observation and roun<is), other personnel matters, hospital -coli-
cies and procedures, or educational programs of any kind. 
Several inferences 1-v"'re sugo~ested to the investigator: that the 
head nurse 1 s concept-i on of the supervisor 1 s fu.n.ction was one of a pro-
vider of materiel ancl a receiver of routine reports; that the supervisor 
was not sure of her functjon in the role of staff development; and tJ.,at 
the head nurse was not responsive to the supervisor :in respect to in-
service development. Floro1 states that old guard employees are "inter-
ested in fixed situatj ons" and "refuse to redefine s:i_tua!.ions and re-
assess circumstances", while administration needs to be concerned with 
much th.ott is yet unstructured. 
No attempt was m8.de to record who :initi_ated each contact. Dojng 
so might have thrown consjr'leral)le light on the subject. 
The time spent with A was 3.0 per cent of the total ohservat:ton 
period. The average rlurat:Lon of each contact was 2. 3 minutes. 
1Floro, George K., "How to get the most from Old Guard EmplovePs", 
Hospitals: 32:43-4, October 16, 1958. 
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TABLE II 
UNITS OF ACTIVITY A:irD AJVlOUNT OF 'I'TI•iE SPENT 
BY SUP~RVJSOR IN FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
1tiTTH HEL\..D NURSl<; B 
Category Units of Duration in 
activity minutes 
Patient: other direct care 0 0 
Patient: assignment of care 3 7 
Patient: indirect care 6 23 
Personnel: inservice development 0 0 
Personnel: allocation of 3 5 
Personnel: other matters l 3 
Equipment and supplies 2 6 
Housekeeping and maintenance 0 0 
Hospital policy and procedure 1 6 
Education programs: nurses 0 0 
E:iucation programs: nurse aides l 2 
Education prograllls: other 0 0 
Total 17 52 
Average per day 5.7 17.3 
As shown in Table II, the largest number of units (six out of seven-
teen) and the greatest amount of time (twenty-three out of fifty-two min-
utes) spent by the supervisor with Head Nurs8 B (inexperienced) were in the 
functional area of indirect care of the patient. ~~ile part of this was 
the routine reporting of patients' conditions, almost two-thirds was dis-
cussion of ways to improve patient care. 
The next largest amount of time (sev8n minutes) was in the area of 
assignment of patient care. No time was spent with Bon inservice devel-
or:ment of personnel, making rounds to patients, housekeeping and main-
tenance, equil'ment and supplies, or educatj anal programs, excert tY-ro 
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minutes on aides' programs, which were concerned with class attendance. 
There was one contact of six minutes regarding a nursing procedure. 
The time spent with B was 3.6 per cent of the total observation 
·period. The average duration of each contact was three minutes. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON GF TTim SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
IN FUNCTIONAL AREAS WITH 
HEAD NURS~S A AND B 
Category 
Patient: other direct care 
Patient: assigrL'Ttent of care 
Patient: indirect care 
Personnel: inservice development 
Personnel: allocation of 
Personnel: other matters 
Equipment and supplies 
Housekeeping and maintenance 
Hospital policy and procedure 
Education programs: nurses 
Education programs: nurse a:l des 
Education programs: other 
Total 
Jviinutes 
with A 
0 
4 
11 
1 
12 
0 
12 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
43 
Minutes 
with B 
0 
7 
23 
0 
5 
3 
6 
0 
6 
0 
2 
0 
52 
Table III indicates that twice as much time was spent 1.vith A as 
with Bon equipment anrl supplies (twelve versus six minutes). About twice 
as much time was spent with B (hventy-three minutes) as with A (eleven 
minutes) on direct care of pati.ents. Hore time was spent with B (se•ren 
minutes) than with A (four minutes) on assignment of patient care. This 
substantiated the first hypothesis, th:=tt the supervisor will spend more 
time with the inexperienced than with the experienced head nurse on ad-
ministration and details of patient care. 
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No time was spent with B on housekeeping and maintenance; thE'! 
three minutes >-rith A were about supervising the cleaning of the G. U. 
clinic, which was a function of the head nurse. The short total time in 
the area of housekeeping and maintenance may be attributed to the organi-
zational set-up, which provided for a housekeeping department, the head 
of which usually worked directly with the head nurses. 
Little or no time was spent with either head nurse on the inservice 
development of personnel and on educational progrruns. This refuted the 
second hJ~othesis, that the supervisor will spend equal tjme wjth both 
head nurses on staff development. 
Discounting the time spent with A in allocation of cystoscopic 
personnel (as mentioned previously), the time spent with each head nurse 
on allocation of personnel was about equal. No tirr1e was spent with A 
on other matters of personnel; the three minutes with B were in the 
discussion of aide-patient relatjonship. 
The small amount of time in the area of educational prograi'ns could 
be accounted for in part by the fact that at least one head nurse mePt-
ing during the period of observation was devoted prinarily to this 
topic. 
There was very ljttle difference, 0.6 per cent, in the time spent 
with A and with B. The total time spent by the supervisor with both 
A and B comprised 6~6 per cent of the total observation period. This 
relatively short time may indicate an unawareness on the part of the 
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supervisor of the tremendous :importance of her function as a tPacher 
and coach to her suhordjnates, and may be attributeri, in part, to the 
short time j_n her present posj tion (approximately four months). On the 
other hand, the lack of problems presented to the supervisor may have 
been evidence of a high degree of autonomy by the head nurses in w-ard 
administration. 
2.5 
FIGURE l 
COHPARISON OF TTI'r.E IN ETI\JUTES SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
TI\J FUNCTIONAL AREAS WITH HEAD NURSE A 
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Figure 1 shows, in the form of a bar graph, a comparison of the acti-
vities of the supervisor 4n relation to Head Nurses A and B. It js arranged 
in rank order of the time spent with A. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF TTIIiE SPENT BY SUPERVISOR m FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
ON vJARDS OF HEAD NURSES A A.l'\!D B, E.XCLUP,ING 
TIME SPENT WITH HEAD 1TURSES A AND B-,~ 
Category 
Patient: other direct care 
Patient: assignment of care 
Patient: indirect care 
Personnel: inservice development 
Personnel: allocation of 
Personnel: other matters 
Equipment and supplies 
Housekeeping and maintenance 
Hospital policy and procedure 
E:iucation programs: nurses 
E:iucation programs: nurse aides 
E:iucation programs: other 
Total 
Average per day 
Hinutes spent 
on A's ward 
9 
4 
4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22 
7.3 
-:t-Head nurses A and B were on duty at this time. 
Vdnutes spent 
em B's ward 
3 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
1.7 
Table IV shows an a.T"J.alysis of the data according to the time spent 
by the supervisor on the war:is of A and. B during the head nurses' tours of 
duty, but apart from time spent directly with them. 
Twenty-two minutes of the total observation time (1440 minutes) 
were spent on A•s ward (while she was on duty) either alone or in contact 
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with other staff members. Almost one-half of this tjme was spent in mak-
ing rounds, unattended, and lesser periods in the activities of checking 
assignments, time scheriules and temperature sheets, and jn housekeeping 
functions. 
Five minutes of the total observation period were spent on B's 
ward either alone or in contact rt>Ji th staff members other than the head 
nurse. Three minutes were spent in making rounds alone, and tHo minutes 
ta~king with a staff nurse. 
The value of unattended rounds hy t~e supervisor was questioned 
by Whitney2 in her study. Such rounds can be val5dated on the grounds 
of instruction to patients; however, no patient teaching was observed 
during this particular study. Most of the time spent on B1s ward a):pears 
to have been meaningful in light of contact with B and her learning and 
professional development. While no time was spent with her on staff 
development, per se, discussion of ways to improve patient care may be 
construed as a leerning situ::ttion. 
2,.J'L... 
vvuJ.tney' op. cit. 
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TABLE V 
Co:t1PARISON OF TD<IE SPENT BY SUPERVISOR IN BROAD FUNCTIONAL 
ARE.4.S WITH HEAD NURSES A ANJ B, EXCLUDJNG 
TTI1E SPENT WITH HEAD 1\'URSES A AND B"' 
Category 
Patient care 
Personnel 
B::J_uipment, supplies, house-
keeping, and maintenance 
Hospital policy and procedure 
Education programs 
Total 
Average per day 
Minutes spent 
with 
Head Nurse A 
15 
13 
15 
0 
0 
43 
14.3 
Hinutes spent 
with 
Head Nurse B 
30 
8 
6 
6 
2 
52 
17.3 
~~ 
"Based on a total ohsP-rvation time of 1440 minutes 
Table V is comparable to Table III, except that the functional 
act:lvities Here grouped together into broad areas: patient care includes 
the three areas of direct care, assignment, and j_ndirect care; personnel 
includes inservice development, allocation, and other ncatters; education 
programs includes those of nurses, aides and others; and equipment, 
supplies, housekeeping, and rnaintenance are grouped. 
As seen in the table, the supervisor spent twice as much ti:ne with 
B as with A on patient care, •rJhich again bore out the fjrst hypothesjs. 
The extra time spent with A on personnel was accounted for rrevjouslv. 
More th;m t~rlice as much time >vas spent with A than with B on equjpment, 
supplies, housekeeping, and maintenance. 
.I 
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Supervisor's Activities in General 
In the following pa~es, an attempt will be made to analyze the 
supervisor's activitiP-s in relation to areas of functjon, with no spe-
cific reference to Head Nurses A or B. Unless A or B js specjfically 
mentioned, the term head nurse will refer to any in the hospital. 
TABLE VI 
AV"'-:R.AGS ETf'mTES PER DAY AND F~:<;RC"ST\TAGES OF 
TOTAL T:D:E SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
IN EACH FtmCTIO\AL AREA 
Category Minutes Percentage 
Patient: other djrect care 
Patient: assignment of care 
Patient: indirect care 
Personnel: inservjce development 
Personnel: allocation of 
Personnel: other matters 
Equipment and supplies 
Housekeeping and maintenance 
Hospital poljcy and procedure 
Education programs: nurses 
Education programs: nurse aides 
Education programs: other 
Personal 
Total 
18.3 
48.2 
51.5 
62.3 
51.0 
13.3 
89.4 
2~5 
26.5 
18.3 
25.7 
35.') 
17.5 
480.0 
3.8 
10.0 
10.8 
17.1 
10.6 
2.8 
18.6 
o.5 
5.5 
3.8 
5 .. 4 
7 .. L~ 
3.7 
100.0 
In Table VI, the surcervisor 1 s activjtjes were categorized according 
to the average minutes per day ann the percentage of tiJne spent in various 
functional areas. The largest block of time, 18.6 per cent, was devoted 
to equipment and supplies. The period of observation occurred during the 
preparation of the annual budget. At another time of the year, this would 
·--- ·--··. ·~ ~·-~ - ::-
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probably be weighted toward another category, e. g., if therupervisor 
were teaching a block of classes to the aides, education progra"'ls would 
be credited with more time. 
The next largest amount of time, 17.1 per cent, was on inservice 
development, including that of the supervjsor, herself. Half of the 
time in attend;:mce at meetings was allocated to inservice development 
of the supervisor and half to the subject matter of the meeting.3 The 
observer consirlered this proy:er, because the administrator of this 
particul;cr nursing service adhererl. closely to the premise that meetings 
were to be used as learning situations. In Table XI inservice develop-
ment as a category will be analyzed independently. 
The next three largest blocks of time, each approximately 10 per 
cent of the total, were assignment of patient care, j_ndirect patient care, 
and alloc8.tion of personr.el. The high incidence of assignment of patient 
care was accounted for by the supervisor's responsibility for the G. U. 
team tL"'le schedules. Also included in this ~ea were the checking and 
correcting of weekly ward time schedules after the head nurse made them 
out, and before she had them typed. Indirect care of the patient included 
reports to and from night and evening supervisors, assistant directors 
and director of nurses, he<".d nurses and assistant. Allocation of personnel 
included planning of annual leave and rotation of personnel to njght duty 
and to wards; this was relatively constant as vacations were planned to 
take place throughout the year. 
3 
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At this :rarticular time, there was only one new nurse and no new 
aides, which would account for the relatively low percentage of time 
spent on the education programs of nurses and aides .. 
The high percentage of tj~e for education programs for others 
occurred because a fjeld program for Boston University students was 
being planned at the time. 
p 
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FIGURE 2 
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Figure 2 is a bar graph, and, like Table VI, depicts the percent-
ages of time spent in the areas of functional activity. 
TABLE VII 
AVERAGE MINUTES PER DAY AND PERCENTAGES OF 
TOTAL TTIV;E SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
IN BROAD FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
Category }1inutes Percentage 
Patient care 118.0 24.6 
Personnel 146.7 30.5 
Equipment, supplies, housekeeping, 
and maintenance 91.8 19.1 
Hospital policy and procedure 26.5 5.5 
Education programs 79 .. 5 16.6 
Personal 17.5 3.7 
Total 480.0 100.0 
In Table VII, as in Table V, the functional areas are grouped 
into broader headings. The supervisor spent the most time, 30.5 per 
cent, in all aspects of personnel; patient care was next with 24.6 per 
cent; equipment, supplies, housekeeping, and maintenance accounted for 
19.1 per cent; all educatjonal programs took up 16.6 per cent; and 
hospital policy and procedure and personal time accounted for the 
remaining 9.2 per cent of time. 
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TABLE VIII 
AVER..li.GE HINUTES PER DAY AND PERCENTAGES OF 
TOTAL TIME SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
AT F.ACH LEVE:L OF ACTIVITY 
Category Minutes Percentage 
Nurse administrator 2 .. 5 o .. 5 
Supervisor 446.7 93.1 
Head nurse 23.2 4.8 
Staff nurse 1.3 0.3 
Nurse aides o.o o.o 
Clerk 5.0 1.0 
Messenger 1 .. 3 0 .. 3 
Total 480.0 100.0 
In Table VIII, the supervisor's activities are depicted according 
to the level of performance as set up in the categories. Activities on 
the su~ervisory level comprised the great bulk of her time, 93.1 per 
cent, indicating a clear delineation of function. She assumed c1er.k's 
duties one per cent of the tjme; aside from one period when the super-
visor was checking employees' car registration stickers, this tjme was 
spent in accepting phone calls from absent employees between 7:30 and 
8:00 A. H. It is probably desirable for a person with authority to 
make these contacts. 
Of the 4.8 per cent of head nurse activities, about four-fifths 
were in connection with daily and weekly assignments and schedules of the 
G. U. team. Almost one-fourth was in relation to the adm:inistration of 
the G. U. team on A's ward. All of the housekeeping activities on the 
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head nurse level were also on A•s ward, and again, in connection with the 
G. U. team. The observer questions whether thPre v1as clear understanding 
on the part of Head Nurse A of her responsjbiljties for this particular 
group. No head nurse level 0ctivities were carried out on any other ward. 
The amount of time spent on other 1evels was jnsign.;ficant. 
TABLE IX 
A1JERAGE rHNUTES Pt~R DAY i\.:IJD PERCENTAGES OF 
'fOTAL TDiE SPE:i:JT BY SUPERVISOR 
WITH Dil''FEtiENT PEB.SONI\'EL 
Category :tvlinutes Percentage 
Nurse ad..ministrators 25.7 5 .. 4 
Supervisors 7 .. 5 1.6 
Head nurses 77 .. 3 16.1 
Nurses 22.6 4.7 
Nurse aides 34.2 7 .. 1 
Physicians 9.0 1.9 
Other departments 12.0 2 .. 5 
Others 21.7 4 .. 6 
Varied 115.5 24 .. 0 
Self 154.5 32.1 
Total 480.0 100.0 
As sho-vm in Table IX, the supervisor spent the largest single amount 
of time, 32.1 per cent, alone. This will be elaborated upon later, when 
Table X is discussed. The next largest amount of time, 24 .. 0 per cent, 
was with varied personnel (two or more kinds) in meetings and reports. 
The third largest block of time, 16.1 per cent, was with head nurses or 
assistant head nurses. As pointed out in discussing Table III, the total 
time spent with Head Nurses A and B collectively was 6.6 per cent, 
which is a conparatj_vely small part of the total time observed. This 
is in keeping with one study of head nurse activities which showed that 
less than two per cent of the time of the head nurses was spent with 
the supervisors.4 
Time spent by the supervisor w-ith nurse ad.m:injstrators (director 
and assistants) vms .5. 4 per cent, \o\Thi ch is a small amount of individual 
contact from the standpoint of supervision and coachjng by the immediate 
superior. However, the large a.rno1mt of jnstruction carried r;n in meet-
ings may have co:npensated for at least a part of this deficiency. 
A bulk of the time spent with nurses and aides was in formal 
classes anC. meetings. There was practically no informal contact be-
tween the supervisor and staff nurses and aides. 1-lith a well-f1mctioning 
team ple.n, head nurses are geared to supervise and instruct the team 
leaders, i. e., staff nurses, and the team lea·iers to guide the aides. 
Thus, actually, the supervisor would need to spend very little tiY'le Hith 
either the staff nurses or c:d des. 
4The He search Division, Department of National Health and 1-J"elfare, A Study 
of the Functions and Activities of Head Nurses in a General_ Hcs pi tal, 
p. 
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TA:!3LE X 
AVERAGE l'1INUTES PER DAY AND PERCENTAGES OF 
TOTAL Tll1E SPENT BY SUPERVISOR 
ALOI'-:E IN FUNCTIONAL AREAS 
Category JVJ.inutes Percentage 
Patient: other direct care n.o 7.1 
Patient: assi~~ent of care 30.7 19.9 
Patient: indirect care 5.0 3.2 
Personnel: inservice development 11.2 7.3 
Personnel: allocation of 29.6 19.2 
Personnel: other matters 7.0 4.5 
Equipment and supplies 29.3 19.0 
Housekeeping and maintenance 0.8 o.5 
Hospital policy and procedure 2.7 1.7 
Education programs: nurses o.o o.o 
Education programs: nurse aides 1.7 1.1 
Education programs: other 8.7 5.6 
Personal 16.8 10 .. 9 
Total 154.5 100.0 
The data were tabulated in Table X to show how the supervisor spent 
her time alone. The biggest block of time, 19.9 per cent, was in the 
assignment of patient care, which included daily checking of ward time 
schedules for coverage, the reviewing of weekly ward time schedules, and 
making out the weekly G. U. time. The areas of al1ocaUon of personnel 
and equipment and supplies were each about 19 per cent. The average 
daily time spent alone was 154.5 mjnutes, or 32.1 rer cent of the tota1. 
The investigator questions the value of this from the standpoint of the 
supervisor's own learning experience. If she ha' been in her pos:ition 
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longer and presumably was preparing for advancement (the only way to go 
is up) some time should hR.ve been allotted for advanced training. Since 
she was relatively nevT in her posjtion and it is the consensus that it 
takes six months at least to learn a new job, it se~ms that there should 
have been more specific time devoted to her 11on-the-job 11 training. There 
is also the question of how necessary were the dRily and weekly check-
ing of time schedu:Les, particularly with experienced head nurses. 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE MINUTES PER DAY AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL 
TTI,:E SPENT BY SUPERVISOR IN AREA OF TI\TSERVICE 
DEVELOPHENT 'diTH DIFFERENT PERSONNEL 
Person with whom spent 
Nurse R.~~injstrRtors 
Head nurses 
A 
B 
other 
Varied 
Self 
Observer 
Total 
*17.1% of total time 
Minutes Percentage 
5.8 7.1 
0.3 o.h 
o.o o.o 
h.R 5.7 
52 .. 3 63 .. 6 
9.5 11 • .5 
9.6 11.7 
82.3 100.0 ~ 
Since this study was concerned with personal development, Table XI 
was made to show the personnel with whom the supervisor spent time on 
inservice development (17.1 per cent of total observation period). Time 
spent with the director and assistants was 7.1 per cent of the total. The 
supervisor spent 11.5 per cent of the time alone, in reading and preparing 
for classes. The time spent with the observer was in instruction about a 
procedure. 
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There was negl:igible time spent with head nurses, pRrt:icularly 
with A and B, as indicated before. The time, 63.6 per cent, spent with 
varied personnel in meetings v-ras the largest. It can be presUJ!led that 
these constituted learning situatinns for both the su-rerv:isor and the 
head nurses, hut it is quest:lonable whether this type of 1e;,.:m~ng en-
tirely te>J<:es the place of coachjng by the immediate supervisor. 
TABLE XII 
NUHBER OF UlnTS OF ACTIVITY JIJ\ID 
HINUTES OF DU::tUION 
Number of units* 
92.5 
80 .. 5 
33.5 
11..0 
3.0 
4.0 
3.5 
Total 228.0 
Minutes of duration 
l - 2 
3 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 
- 20 
21 
- 30 
31 - 60 
over 60 
~t-Total time of observation - 1440 minutes 
Table XII shows the number of observed activities of the supervi-
sor and the duration of these activities. Of a total of 228 units of 
activity (in a total of 1Lt40 minutes of observation), only 10. 5 lasted 
longer than twenty minutes. These were meetings, discussions, and time 
spent in preparatjon for classes. There were 80 .. 5 activities lastjng 
three to fi\re r~linutes, and 92.5 lasted only one to two minutes. No 
attempt was made to record activities of less than one m:inute jn duration. 
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These findings are comparable to those :in a study of heart nurse actjvi-
ties by Olson and Tibb:itts.5 who found that of 4360 activities, 1.548 
lasted l8Sb than 0 • .5 minutes, and that 43 per cent of the total time was 
spent in actiYi ties :inarpropriate for the head nurse. This sugr.-ests 
that if head nurses could delegate duties more suitable for other worl.::ers, 
and if both he:'l.d nursPs and sur·ervisors could plan work to eljm:inate 
activities of very short duration, they might be able to spend more time 
together, with mutual henefi t • 
.50lson, Appolonia Frances, and Tjbb:itts, Hrolen G., A Study of Heacl N1Jrse 
Activities in a General Hosrital, 19.50, p. 16. 
CHAPTER V 
Summary 
This study was undertaken to determine a supervisor's activities 
in relation to two head nurses, one experienced in her position, one in-
experienced. 
The shadowing technique was used to obtain an accurate picture 
of the supervisor's working day. The manual How to Stud;v: Supervisor 
Activities1 was used with slight modification as a guide for observing, 
recording and analyzing data. 
The data thus obtained were analyzed in two ways: 1) by comparing 
the amount of time spent with each of the head nurses, and 2) by cate-
gorizing the supervisor's activities i_n general, 1rlith special reference 
to staff development. 
Comparison of the supervisor's activities in relation to each of 
the two head nurses selected indicated the following: 
1. Twice as much time was spent with Head Nurse A (experienced) 
as with Head Nurse B (inexper:ienced) in the area of supplies and equip-
ment. Nore than one-third of the t:ime spent with A was in the areas of 
housekeeping and maint9nance and suppljes and equipment. 
2. Ivlore than twice as much time was spent w:i th B than with A in 
1 
U. s. Department of Health, Education and l'lelfare, op. cit. 
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the area of inc:1irect patient care, '\-Thich includes reporting, discussing 
the condition of and preparing for care of patients. 
3. Little or no time was spent with eith~r head nurse on staff 
development. 
4. Approximately equal amounts of t:ime were spent on all aspects 
of personnel with each head nurse • 
.5. The total time, 6.6 per cent, spent hy the supervjsor with the 
two head nurses comprises a small percentage of her total 1-.rorking tirne. 
6. East of the time, 91.2 per cent,that the supervisor spent 
on B Is ward was SI-ent with B. 
7. About hm-thirds, 66.1 per cent, of the time that the super-
visor srent on Als ward was spent with A. 
The supervisor 1 s time j_n general ~vas analyzed in relation to the 
functional areas of activity as w:oll as the level of act:ivity and the 
personnel contacted. 
The time spent in the areas of functional activity was as follows: 
1. The largest amount of tirne, 18.6 per cent, was spent on 
equipment end suppl:ies. 
2. The next largest block of t:ime, 17.1 per cent, was in the 
area of inservice development of personnel, which included her own 
professional growth. 
3. Approximately equal amounts of time (nearly ten per cent) 
were spent in the three categodes of assign:nent of patient care, in-
direct patient care t'ln'5 allocation of personnel. 
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4. A broad grouping of the categories indicates that 30.5 per 
cent of the total time was spent in the area of personnel, 24.6 per cent 
was spent on 1.ll aspects of patient car-3, 19.1 per cent on equipment, 
supplies, housekeeping and maint"'nance, 16.6 per cent on education 
programs, while the remainjn~~ areas of hospital poli_cy and procecture 
and personal time totalled 9.2 per cent. 
\Vhen the supervisor's time v-Jas analyzed according to the level 
of activity performe', the data indicatAd tl-tat: 
1. Time spent on supervisory activities comprised 93.1 per cent 
of the total. 
2. One per cent of the time was spent doing clerk's or/.:. 
3. Head nurse activities accounted for 4.8 per cent of the time. 
About four-fifths of this time was devoted to the G. U. team, and almost 
one-fourth was in activities related to both the G. U. team and Head 
Nurse A and/or her ward. 
In analyzing the person_"'lel with whom the supervisor spent her time, 
it was found that: 
1. Time s:rent alone was 32.1 per cent of the total. 
2. Time spent with varied personnel in meetings and reports 
totalled 24.0 per cent. 
3. Time with all heeld nurses in the hospi_tal was 16.1 per cent. 
4. Time with nurse administrators (director and assistants) 
was 5.4 per cent. 
S. Of the tjme spent alone, 19.9 per cent was in the area of 
assignment of patient care, 19.2 per cent in allocation of personnel, 
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and 19.0 per cent in equipment and supplies. 
An analys:is of the functional activity of insArvice development 
of P'TSonnel shmved that 63.6 per cent of the t:i!lce "t-ras spent with varied 
personnel in meetings and reports. 
The time spent in a.1l un:its of actjvity ranged from one to 1(!5 
minutes, "''ith 75.9 per cent of the act~vities >-1av:ing a dur;:;t:ion of from 
one to five minutes. 
Conclusions 
The first h:yyothes:i s, th;:;t the superv:i sor will spend more time 
with the inexperienced he:1rl nurse on deta:i ls c f ac:lJnjnistrat:i on and patient 
care, was supported. 
The second hypothes:i.s, thtl.t the su.pervisor w:ill spend an egual 
amount of th:te with each ~1p,a-'~ nurs0 on :inserv:i ce development of personnel, 
was refuted. 
The writer questions how well Head Nurse A aprrec:iated the func-
tion of t:'.e supervisor as a teacher and guide since many of the contacts 
betcJoen these t-vw 1.-Jere in the area of equipment and supply. 
The lack of t~mc srent -vJith either head nurs-::; on staff develop-
ment may indicate an unavJareness by the supervisor of the importac'lce of 
this part of her funct:ion. This ma;r b · due in part to the short tenure 
of the supervisor in th:i s pE.rt:i cnl·u:' position. Als;, the short total 
arnount of time spent with the t>w heari nurs2s may suggest a lack of ar:-o-
preciation by the supervisor of the vital part that coaching plays in 
staff development. Conversely, tbe si:··ort totc:.l t:1:cne spent by the super-
visor with th2 hAad nurs2s and the few problems present2d to her may 
indicate that the hen.d nurses enjoyed a large degree of autonomy in the 
administrat:i on of their particular units. 
The time spent on B•s ward seems more meaningful than that spent 
on A1s ward since more of it was spent in the company of the head nurse 
and not alone as it was on A1s ward. Discussion with the head nurse 
on aspects of patient care might be construed to be a learning sit11ation, 
even if not designated as personnel development, per se. 
A large amount of time was spent on supplies and equipment because 
the observations took place during the period of the annual budget prepa-
ration. During another time of the year, there r·robably would have been 
a sharr increase in activities devoted to other categories, such as 
teaching of aides' classes and preparation of proficiency rerorts. 
Of the t:L'ne srent in the area of i nservice development of person-
nel, a large portion was devoted to the supervisor's own development. 
This took place priJTtarily in rr,eetings v;ith the director, assistant di-
rector, other supervisors and sometimes head nurses. VJhen the head nurses 
were present, it could be assumed that they, as well as the supervisor, 
were in a learn~ng Edtuation, but, for both types of personnel, the 
question is raised as to whether results are not more worthwhiJ e if 
personal instruction augments group learning. 
The large amount of time spent on the assignment of patient carP 
may be accounted for, in part, by the fact that the superv:isor was re-
sponsible for making out the G. U. weekly time schedule, whjch, accord-
ing to the categories set up, irTaS an activity at the head nurse level. 
Also time-consuming wacs the reYiew of weekly time schedules (made out by 
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the head nurse) prior to typing and posting, and the daily reviPw of 
time sched1ues to check for adequate coverage of ward personnel. 
In the area of personnel allocation, part of the ti~e consumed was 
in the receiving of incoming calls about absenteeism and the subsequent 
shifting of personnel to cmmr shortages. The receiving of incoming calls 
is designated as a clerical activity. There is some doubt, however, as 
to the advisaoility of the clerk hAndling these cal1.s. There might be 
considerable value in having a nurse with some authority spea'-<: to person-
nel about <cJ":lsenteeism. 
The supervisor 1 s time was l<'-rgely spent on activities clas.sifj ed 
as on the supervisory level, which :indicates a clear delineation of 
duties. AJ.most one-fourth of the time spent on he~.d nurse activities 
was in areas rels.ting to both the G. n. team and to Head Nu:-se A or her 
ward. This raises the '[Uestion -;-rhether there j s a clear demRrcaticn of 
function and responsibility in this area,. 
The large portion of time (almost a third of the tota.l) th.st the 
supervisor spent alone was due in part to the disproportionately (sea-
sonal) large time spent on eou:ipment and supplies; other big items were 
assignment of patient care ;md allocation of personnel as d:i scussed -rre-
viously. The value of so much t:ime spent alone was questioned since 
only a part of it was devoted to constructive planning and reviewing. 
The very small amount of tirre spent with t!l.e nurse '-ldrn:i n:istrators 
was compensated for in part by the large amour:t of time srent :in meetings, 
half of w:-lich was construed as be:ing devoted to the professional growth 
of the supervisor. Here again, personal coaching in conju.r1Ction w~th 
group learning may have been of gr(__,ater value. 
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The total tiine spent with head nurses indicated that the supervisor 
spent less time with the hm specific head nurses being observed than she 
did with the others under her supervision. The other two head nurses on 
her units had comparable backgrounds, so there is no adequate explanation 
for this. 
The short duration of many activities for this supervisor is compa-
rable to the findings of head nurse activities studies, as pointed out in 
Chapter IV. More attention to planning -..rork might allow the head nurses 
and supervisor to spend inore time together in meaningful activity. 
Re com::nendat ions 
In light of the findings of this study, it is recom,rended that: 
1. The supervisor re-evaluate her actjvities in relation to her 
specific function as a developer of personnel. 
2. The supervisor and the head nurses review superv:5_sory functions 
to aid the head nurses in gaining insight into the supervisory process in 
its modern concept. This could be done in part by problem-solving tech-
niques such as the case method. 
3. The staffing pattern be reviewed and analyzed to see if a master 
staffing plan might not elimjnate sone of the repeated check:ing of weekly 
and daily time schedules for accuracy and coverage. This could include 
the staffing of the G. U. team with the ward schedules .. 
4. More nuthority and responsibility be vested in the head nurse 
regarding the staffing of her unit. 
5. Thought be given to cL1ssifying the head nurse as an autonomous 
supervisor of her unit, and designating the supervisor as an administrative 
assistant. 
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6. A similar time and activity study be done of the head nuTses, 
to find out if more time can be spent together profjtahly by the head 
nurse and supervisor. 
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APPZNDIX A 
CODE A~m DEFINITION OF CAT1!::GCRIES 
Functional Areas 
Code No. Description 
ll Patient: giving care 
Carrying out a nursing procedure 
12 Patient: other direct care 
Observing physical condition and behavior 
Evaluating patient's need for care 
Listening to requests, Nishes, compla~nts of patients and 
maki_ng interpret::;.tion 
Carrying out othPr activities in pat:tents 1 presence not con-
sidered as nurs:i ng carr:~ 
13 Patient: assigrunent of care 
Planning wenkly and daily h·-,urs and assigning patient care to 
un:it personnel 
Checkjng daily time slips 
l''laking directive remarks pertinent to patient care assignments 
Discussing and e~(changing infor~1atj on 1vith j '1di vi duals re-
garding ascdgnnents (normally a head nurse function) 
RevieHing WPekly time schedD.les m.ade out by head nurses prier 
to typing 
14 Patient: indirect care 
All other patient-centered activities not in the presencP of 
the patient 
F..x:changing information, written or oral, regar:J.ing patient 
conditions and care with medical and nursing staff, family 
and frienJ_s of patient, hasp~ tal and nursing administrators, 
other departments of hospital, com:nunity health and welfare 
facilities 
Caring for nursing e·J.uipment and charting 
Caring for records and record forms relating to patient care 
Discussing specific equipment for individual patient's use 
(as agajnst hosp-ital equipment) 
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Code No. Descdption 
21 Personnel: inservice development 
All activities directed toward i;nprovement of personnel per-
formance in caring for patients 
Interpreting hospital policies and procedures as they affect 
personnel in their envirorunent 
Planning and carrying out unit inservice programs -
v-1ard conferences and/ or demonstrations 
Assisting head nurses in activities aimed at irr,provement 
of patient care and/or unit management 
Partjcipating in head n'J.rse or staff nurse conferences 
(if a specific subject, i. e., budget, is tr;:;atert, 
the time of the meeting is allocated So per cent to 
sul:l,ject, )0 per cent to inservjce development of 
supervisor) 
Assisting head nurse in evaluating unit person::1el 
Attending supervisory and medical conferences and all 
other activities that relate to own grm.rth anrl de-
velopment, such as rea::iing literature a..n:-1 partid pating 
in nursing research projects 
Counseling personnel and t·Jriting counseling anri profi-
cj ency reports 
22 Personnel: allocatjon of 
Planning of anrmal leave 
Reac-;;signing personnel from one un~ t to another to meet emer-
gency situation (includes taking calls and messages about 
employee absenteeism) 
Planning rotations and assignment of personnel to units 
Interviewing new personnel 
Haking recorn.rr.endation for employment and placement of nursing 
service personnel 
23 Personnel: other matters 
Includes activities and conversations 1-1i th nursjng person·r1el, 
physicians and personnel in other departments, which help 
to maintain favorable rapport and good interpersonal 
relations 
30 F4uipment and supplies 
Plannint, budget and inventory 
Approving requisitjons 
Activities involved in obtaining, maintaining and. storing 
supplies and equipment for un.:it for use in patient care 
and related activities 
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Code No. Description 
40 Housekeep:i ng and naintenance 
Includes all activities which contribute to economical main-
tenance of cleanliness, orderliness and safety of the unit 
and the supervisor's office 
So Hospital policy and procedures 
Interpreting hospital policies or procedures excluding per-
sonnel including nursing policy and procedures 
61 Education programs: graduate nurses 
Includes studyine;, evaluating and analyzing educational 
resources 
Teaching plAnned classes (orientation and other) 
62 Education programs: nurse aides 
Same as ab ave 
63 Education programs: other 
Includes educational programs planned and taught for groups 
from other departments in the hospital and for groups and 
institutions outside the hospital, such as schools of 
nursing 
Level of Activities 
Code Description 
l~. Ad. 
s. 
Nursing admin:istr-1tor level activities 
Activities concerned with policies and procedures and the 
final decision thereof 
Interdepartmental coordination to arrive at decisions con-
cerning oolicies and procedures 
Initial contact with new nursing personnel 
Supervisory level activities 
Activities concerned with overall management and operation 
of her units 
Activities concerned with the growth and development of 
unit personnel 
H.N. Head nurse level activities 
I1ianagement of patient care and u..rli t activity 
Direction of ward personnel 
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Code Description 
Ns. Nursing staff level activities 
Giving nursing care and contrib'J.ting to the maintenance of 
nursing equipment 
N.A. Nurse's aide level activities 
c. 
Code 
N.Ad. 
s. 
H.f.:.A. 
H.;·~.B. 
H.N. 
Ns. 
1\.A .. 
I•:. D. 
o.o. 
o. 
v. 
Self 
The above activities which normally would he assigned to a 
nurse's aide 
Clerical level activities 
Copying records, such as nursing time sheets 
¥"laking out requisitions 
Routing, maintaining anrl fil_ing records and written communi-
cations 
1-iaking appointments and answering telephones 
l•lessenger level activities 
Carrying papers or supplies 
Personnel Contacted 
Description 
Nurse adrrdnistrator (director and assistants) 
Supervisor (day, evening, or night) 
Experienced head nurse 
Inexperienced head nurse 
All other head nurses 
Staff nurse 
Nurse's aide 
Physician 
Other departments 
Others 
Varied personnel (two or more types) 
Self 
Location of Activjties 
Code Description 
u. Unit 
s.o. Supervisor's office 
N.o.. Nursing office 
O.D.. Other departments 
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APPENDIX B 
Sample worksheet 
Date: 1/31 Hours: 7:30-9:30 Hearl Nurse: A and B Obseryatjon No:l 
With 
Time Area Level Actjvity 1 . Jhere whom 
14 7:30 14 s. Recejve morning report N.o .. v. 
7:44 13 s .. Check daily time schedule s.o. Self 
